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CHAIR JOHNSON: .. . (gavel) . .. The Parks and Agriculture meeting of July 8, 2004
will come to order. This afternoon we have with us Clarita... well, first of all, the
Members of the Committee are Councilmember Michael Molina, Councilmember
Joseph Pontanilla, Councilmember Tavares, and Councilmember and ViceChair, Mr. Robert Carroll. We have from Corporation Counsel, Mr. Ed Kushi.
We have staff members David Raatz, Clarita Balala, Shelly Espeleta, Tamara
Koller, and from the Administration we have with us Mr. Joe Alueta from the
Planning Department and Mr. John Buck, who is with the Parks Department. So
I thank you all for attending this afternoon.
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ITEM NO.1:

REQUEST FOR WAIVER OF PARK DEDICATION REQUIREMENTS
FOR NORTH SHORE VILLAGE SUBDIVISION (PAIA)

CHAIR JOHNSON: Earlier we did have a site inspection. Wle do have two items on our
agenda this afternoon, and the first item on our agenda this afternoon is the
PA-1, which is the request for waiver of park dedic ion requirements for North
Shore Village Subdivision in Paia.
Is there anyone at this point in time who wishes
particular item or would they reserve their testim
presentation by the people asking for the waiver? Is
give testimony at this point? There is one individual.
testimony now?

to give testimony on this
ny after we have a brief
here anyone who wishes to
Do you choose to give your

MS. REASER: I'd like to wait.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Oh, would you like to wait? Alright, fine What I will do then is I will
wait until after the presentation and, Michele, are ou going to be giving the
Ms. Michele Chouteau will be giving the details and the
presentation?
presentation of this particular measure. So without further ado Michele, if you
would please. And just state your name for the recor .
MS. MCLEAN: Good afternoon, Committee Members. My name is Michele Chouteau
McLean with Smith Development, the developer f the North Shore Village
Subdivision. Also here is David Goode, who is t e Vice-President of Smith
Development.
We would like to thank you all for coming. We're ve proud of the Subdivision.
It did receive a fair amount of attention through the approval and development
process, and we're very, very proud of the final outc me and are glad you were
all able to see it and see the work that we do.
I'll just repeat, pretty much, what we mentioned at th site inspection. As part of
a subdivision, as you know, we're required to ulfill a parks assessment
requirement, which can be a donation of land, or the payment of cash or a
combination thereof. And, in the event where we will be developing a park, if it's
going to be privately owned and maintained, as is the case with North Shore
Village, there's a requirement that restrooms and parking for the park use be
provided. That requirement can be waived with a proval of the Council and
that's why we're before you today.
The park is privately owned and maintained by the h meowners' association and
is open to the public. And we feel that with the, and the, with the agreement of
the Parks Department, the Planning Departmen, and the Public Works
Department, that, based on the size of the subdivisi n and the configuration of
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the park, that there is no need to provide restrooms and parking specifically for
the park use.
And so we're here today to request your consideration of the waiver of that
requirement.
I'm certainly happy to provide more technical details, code
references, and the square footage of the park and so forth if you'd like but that's
the nature of the request.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you, Michele. Are there any preliminary questions that
Council Members have before I allow public testimony? Hearing none at this
time, we will now take public testimony on this particular item. Our first testifier
on PA-1 is Ms. Diane Reaser. If you could just please step to the microphone,
and just state your name for the record .
. . . BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY. ..

MS. REASER: Good afternoon, my name is ... oops, I broke it. My name is Diane
Reaser--sorry and I didn't mean to break it.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: It was on its last leg.
MS. REASER: I'm an owner at North Shore Village, and we do not live there. We live
in Haiku in our home, but I am pretty well-versed with Paia. I've had a building
on Baldwin Avenue and a business called Picnics Restaurant for, it's been 11
years that I've owned the building. And my concern is if we were to have this
obligation that is what we're asking to be waived, the bathroom issue, Paia is,
from my experience of Paia, has a huge problem. Bathrooms are one of them. I
call it the three "Ps". Where to pee, where to poop, and where to park. In Paia
it's a huge situation that is a problem, and if we wer~ to have a bathroom at this
place, this little park, we would invite a lot of people that would be a problem. in
that particular area because they would be coming and using the bathrooms, not
cleaning up, and it would be a, just a huge problem. It would invite a can of
worms, in my opinion.
We've already got people "peeing" and "pooping" in the bushes because there's
such a lack of bathrooms. I know from when I had my restaurant, it was a huge
problem because people wanted to use my bathroom, and they even complained
of, it was my problem when they couldn't find a bathroom because they couldn't
use mine. But it was a place of business.
I know that the Shell gas station that is selling gas and serving coffee and also
selling beer, which are known to be what we know of beer and coffee, they don't
have a bathroom. And that was allowed for them not to have a bathroom even
for their own guests that are paying them money to have their car be filled up
with gasoline and buying the things. So they have to find somebody, ~ome place
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else to use a facility, and it's a huge problem in Paia. But it would really bring a
can of worms to North Shore Village, and I don't think anybody that, even though
it's designated as a public park, I don't think we're getting a lot of public use.
We're primarily for the, whether with the homeowners using it and even that's
very limited, and, of course, they don't need a facility because their homes are so
short, few walks away, few steps away to use their own restroom.
So I just, I'm really hoping that this can be waived because I just think it would, it
would open a lot of problems to this particular area. Thank you.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you. Are there any questions for the testifier? On the part
of Council Members? I have one question. You stated that in, you know, maybe
I didn't catch it, but you live there or you don't live there?
MS. REASER: No, I don't live there. I do not live there. We own there, but we do not
live there.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Okay, so you purchased for an investment property, then?
MS. REASER: Well ...
CHAIR JOHNSON: Or it's a rental or. ..
MS. REASER: .. .it's a rental, yeah. We don't live there.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Okay.
MS. REASER: Yeah, we might live there at some time, but I know a lot of the
homeowners, and it's not like I'm not in the know of the place, yeah.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Okay, so ...
MS. REASER: And I'm on the Board, too.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Has your tenant, have they, you know, stated any preference one
way or the other?
MS. REASER: Their preference. No, they're very happy with what they have. They
don't. .. no, their preference is not to have a bathroom at that park site, no.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Okay, thank you very much. Just lay it on the table, thanks. Thank
you very much. It's okay.
MS. REASER: Sorry about that.
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CHAIR JOHNSON: We need to reinvest in some equipment I believe. The next testifier
we have on this subject is Mr. lance Holter. If you could come forward, lance,
and give your testimony.
MR. HOLTER: Yeah, hello, my name is lance Holter. I'm a neighbor to the project. I
understand the situation that Diane describes, and this is a big issue in Paia. I
would like to remark that the project is not 100 percent occupied at the moment.
- It has some empty units. I'm not sure the number, but you'll notice that a lot of
them don't have lights on at night. So we don't really fully understand the
impacts yet until it's fully occupied. I would sincerely recommend that you don't
do away with any parking in the subdivision because there isn't enough as it is.
Sometimes when you drive by you'll see cars parked on the one-way streets.
You'll see them parked on the entrance. Right now, as I said before, it's not fully
occupied. When it is fully occupied, there will be parking problems, and I don't
believe that taking the parking away will create a hardship for any of the owners
in the project.
As far as the bathrooms go, you know, I'm not sure if this is a promise by the
developer, but or who's going to have to incur the cost of the bathrooms. If it's
the homeowners', I can understand why they might be concerned. However, as
a suggestion, I'm wondering if perhaps the developer could make a donation
in-kind to another playground. Perhaps the Wailuku community playground or
the Haiku community playground or even Baldwin Beach. As Diane described,
we have serious problems with bathrooms in the community, and as a, the
ultimate solution perhaps a bathroom in the public parking area on the entrance
into town would be a likely spot. I know we refurbished the bathroom at the Paia
park there, but a lot of people don't see that. But where we do park a lot is next
to the Shell station. And that would be a good spot for a public bathroom.
And I want you to please just consider the issue once again that parking is an
extreme problem in Paia. Thank you very much.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Are there any questions of the testifier? Seeing none, did you have
any other testimony?
MR. HOLTER: Should I speak later regarding invasive species?
CHAIR JOHNSON: If you choose to.
MR. HOLTER: Yeah.
CHAIR JOHNSON: If you can wait.
MR. HOLTER: Okay, thank you.
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CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you very much. Is there anyone in the audience wishing to
testify? Yes, you can sign up afterwards, but just come forward, state your name
for the record, and then give your testimony.
MR. MANNINEN: Hi, I'm Hank Manninen. I live over there.
CHAIR JOHNSON: You can ... (inaudible) ...
MR. MANNINEN: Yeah, right across from the park, and it's a nice little park. And I
appreciate you guys showing up today because we had couple things done that
needed to be done. A car was moved because it was parked, illegally parked in
a one-way street, as they've been doing there for a long time and it got moved
today. And also the plants got improved, so thanks for coming around.
But, anyway, the park is there for the residents and there are things going on in
the park now that are not according to the CC&Rs of the development. And
that's only the residents that are abusing the park. So if we would get it opened
to the public, I'm sure that would be multiplied as far as, you know, abusing the
little quarter-acre or whatever is in there. So it's great the way it is. I think it's .
wonderful for the residents to have there, but it would be really difficult to I think
maintain it and keep skateboarders, dogs, and some of the other things that--not
a whole lot of other goes on, but those are a couple of the problems that we have
there now that would be much harder to control if we had it opened to the public.
And also the parking would also be, the problem would be intensified because I
think now there are people parking there that don't live there. I think there are a
few times that people have parked and gone into Paia, and I think that if it was
opened to the public, it would just be more of an incentive for people to just come
and park and maybe go down and have a beer at Charley's or something. So,
okay, thank you.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you. And if you would just be kind enough to sign up. Are
there any questions for the testifier? Seeing none, just sign up, Mr. Manninen. Is
there anyone else wishing to testify on this particular matter? Seeing none,
public testimony on this particular item will be closed at this point.
. . . END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY. ..

CHAIR JOHNSON: Are there any comments before we begin discussing this matter by
the Parks Department or by the Planning Department?
MR. BUCK: John Buck, Deputy Director for the Department of Parks and Recreation.
When we, Glenn and I took over our term, this is about the time this project came
up, and if I kind of sound like I'm not, know what's going on, it's kind of like last
minute. I mean, it's been a while when we discussed this.
-6-
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was 8,000 some
As far as the restroom, after we saw the drawings for the plan, it
t, it wasn't, there
square feet, and we did an overlay of the bathroom requiremen
to enjoy. SO·
public
the
or
wasn't much of a park left for the residents in the area
felt that it may
at the time when we were discussing the restroom on the site, we
the majority of
detract from, just because the site is so small. We also felt that
the little kids
for
the people who would be using the park would be the residents
for a while, you
to go out and get some fresh air, get out of mom and daddy's hair
know, things like that.
om structure in
One of the comments that was made today, if we put a bathro
n't be able to
there, the residents would feel a little bit unsafe because they would
lines. That's one
see across the park. At some points there would be some sight
of the considerations we took in regards to that.
Michele can
As far as the development, I don't have the exact figures and maybe
square footage
give those if you need them. The, they were short as far. as the
nce that was
for the park, so they did a cash contribution to make up the differe
required for the development, as far as the number of lots.
more details,
That's about all. .. 1could try to answer your questions. If you need
we'd have to get back.
ll.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you. Questions? Council member Carro
contribution because
VICE-CHAIR CARROLL: John, that part, they made up in a cash
they do a cash
of lack of square feet, if they don't build a bathroom, would
contribution offsetting the cost of the bathroom?
because I'm not really
MR. BUCK: To be honest with you, I can't answer that question
of the questions
sure in regards to all the ordinances, and I think that was one
r that question. I
that was brought up earlier in a formal discussion. I can't answe
mean, to be honest with you.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you, John.
el. ..
VICE-CHAIR CARROLL: Corporation ... perhaps Corporation Couns
CHAIR JOHNSON: Yes.
VICE-CHAIR CARROLL: ... might be able to help us.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Yes, Mr. Carroll, just go ahead.
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MR. KUSHI: Yes, Madam Chair, Member Carroll, the question is, I believe the question
is if they are forced to do the bathroom. No, if they don't do the bathroom, can
the County force them to pay for any...
VICE-CHAIR CARROLL: What the bathroom would have cost them, give that money to
the County... an in-kind donation.
MR. KUSHI: If I understand the question correctly, I don't believe so. I don't believe the
ordinance permits a, the waiver to be attached to a payment for the waiver. I
believe the ordinance is set up to just say yes or no on the comfort stations or the
parking. Yes, I would respond like that.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Is there any further questions? Are there any comments by the
Planning Commission? Joe, do you have anything on this or did you come for
the next item?
MR. ALUETA: ... (inaudible) ...
CHAIR JOHNSON: Okay. Yes, Councilmember Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Mr. Kushi, could you tell us, from the ordinance, what
is the difference between a private park not open to the public and a private park
open to the public.
MR. KUSHI: Yeah, I was hoping you wouldn't ask that. Let me give you some history
first. This subdivision was approved or the preliminary plan was approved when
your old ordinance was in effect, and the old ordinance was effective--Iet me look
at this--this ordinance has been revised I think about five times since I've been
around. But the last one, I believe, was in ... 2001. Okay. Then as you all recall,
you passed a comprehensive revisions to the ordinance back in February of '04
this past year. But this ordinance would come under the '01 provisions. At that
time, the definition of privately owned parks and playgrounds in the ordinance did
not reference whether it's open to the public or not. Further, the credit for
privately owned and maintained parks, which is an alternative that a developer,
subdivider, has, also did not mention whether it's open to the public or not. As I
recall, the older ordinance did have something about if it was open to the public
you would have 100 percent credit. And if it wasn't open to the public, you would
have 50 percent credit. That apparently was changed back in 2001. Your new
ordinance--which, just for your information, doesn't affect this subdivision--does
specifically clarify that when a subdivider makes a privately owned and
maintained park and it does specifically say... under Section E, "A subdivider
shall receive a credit of 100 percent of the area of privately owned and
maintained parks and playgrounds, whether open to the public or not." That was
added. Okay, that statement of the history. So now, in this case, my
understanding is that for this park, it is privately owned and maintained, but in the
-8 -
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unilateral agreement, it does have a statement saying that it is open to the public.
So I hope I didn't really confuse you more, but. ..
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Thank you.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Any further questions for Mr. Kushi? If none of the other Members
have questions, I would like to know, Mr. Kushi, if, let's say whatever the cost of
construction of the restrooms would have been, would that fall to the owners of
the association now, or would that fall to the developer? Because basically this,
you know, has been sold. How do these provisions apply? They apply to the
homeowners' association now or they apply back to the developer? Because,
you know, you're citing the old ordinance under which this was originally
developed and then now current time, it's the people who are the homeowners.
MR. KUSHI: Well, Madam Chair, again, if I understand your question, whether it was
the old or the new ordinance, I don't think it would matter because both
ordinances or both versions had the provision of a waiver. Okay. What it comes
down to is if the Council does not waive the requirements of the improvements,
whether it's parking or comfort stations--in this case, they're asking for both--then
they would not satisfy the park dedication requirements. That being the case, the
County could then say, you know, you haven't satisfied it, put it in., Or pay us,
just pay us cash and not provide a park.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Okay, but under the ordinance, basically, that's left, left up to the
Director of Parks and Recreation, and, you know, are you saying, then, that this
Committee could consider not including that as any satisfaction of park
dedication. Because that, to me, would be counter to what the. ordinance
basically says, which is that that decision rests with the Director of Parks.
MR. KUSHI: Madam Chair, the decision to waive rests with this body. But the Parks
Department Director and the Public Works, as well as Planning in this case have
recommended that you support the waiver. But you have the final say.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Okay.
MR. KUSHI: If this body does not waive it by resolution, then they haven't satisfied it.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Okay, well, for purposes, Mr. Kushi, of this particular request, the
request is being made by the, you know, and it may be a technicality, the request
is being made by the developer of the project or the request that's being made by
the homeowners' association. Because who has the legal obligation to provide
those particular requirements?
MR. KUSHI: I believe it's the developer's owner subdivider.

-9-
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CHAIR JOHNSON: Okay. Okay. And for Mr. Buck, do you have any idea
approximately what the cost would be to provide the restroom if the restroom
were to be put in? And I'm not talking about a big fancy huge restroom. You
know, just a minimal restroom.
MR. BUCK: I couldn't give you an estimate right now. I would get back to you maybe
using, if the developer was to build it, it would probably be a lot cheaper than if
the County had to do it so the figures might be a little bit different. If you give me,
I can ask my staff tomorrow. One of my planners who has done construction.
Maybe they can come up with an estimate, if you don't mind, and I can transmit
that to you.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Okay, that would be fine, Mr. Buck. Are there any other questions
of the developer's representative by any of the Council Members?
I have a question then, Michele, if you would. Because John did not have the
original figure of what the difference paid was, what was the amount that you
paid for the I guess the shortfall on the contribution for park satisfaction?
MS. MCLEAN: The overall requirement would be 10,500 square feet or the equivalent
or a combination. The park is just about 8,100 square feet, so it's about 2,400
square feet short. And I can give you the dollar amounts for both of those in just
a sec. The balance that we paid was $14,433.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Okay...
MS. MCLEAN: For the balance.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Of the difference.
MS. MCLEAN: And actually just in response to some of the testimony, we actually did
forward that with a letter to the Parks Department suggesting that those funds be
used for the new community playground in Haiku. We don't know how they were
spent. But also separately from that, our Company made a donation to that effort
as well, not as part of any requirement. Just as a separate donation.
.

CHAIR JOHNSON: Okay, if the bathrooms were to be constructed, let's say by your
firm or by, you know, some other construction company, do you have any idea
what the cost would be?
MS. MCLEAN: One thing I'd like to say first, just based on your question about whose
responsibility is this. We fully feel that it's our responsibility, as the developer.
We started this process roughly two years ago, and I believe this was the first
park under the new ordinance to be developed privately and open to the public
with these new requirements. And so it took quite a long time to work through
- 10 -
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the design and the configuration and the requirements for the Parks Department.
Took a while to work that all with Corp. Counsel, then a while to get the
transmittal to you and it finally made its way to the Council right before your
budget session.
So if this had been dealt with a year and a half ago, it would have been much
clearer who the responsible party was because the project would still be, being
developed, and putting in bathrooms would have been much more of a practical
discussion as the development was still underway.
We do have another project with a similar situation that is only now beginning
construction, and the issue will soon be sent to the Council so that there will be a
lot more flexibility because the development won't be completed at that time. I
think this was just a, sort of a fluke that it took so long to come to you. Now we
have a completed product, and we're looking back at it going, oh, well, what
about these, these requirements.
So we would, of course, have to consult with the homeowners' association. The
financial responsibility would be ours, but it doesn't seem as if the homeowners'
association wants the restrooms or the additional parking. We would probably,
technically, also have to go back to the Planning Commission to revisit the SMA
permit because that design wasn't included. We need clarification from the
Planning Department as to how much of a deviation these would be to the design
that was approved by them through a contested case proceeding that was very
detailed.
So there's a lot more to it that shouldn't be happening this late. That's just sort of
the way it worked out. But, absolutely, it's our responsibility to see that all the
requirements are fulfilled, but we wouldn't just go in and start building restrooms.
That wouldn't be right either. Dave has a rough cost I think. Two hundred
thousand dollars.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Okay...
MS. MCLEAN: To build them in accordance with, to a standard that would fulfill the
Parks Department's requirements. We couldn't just put little porta potties up
there. I don't think that would satisfy them.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Okay, so and even if you did the construction, would it still cost that
amount of money? You know, if your firm were to do it?
MR. GOODE: If we were to build the bathrooms?
CHAIR JOHNSON: Yes.
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MR. GOODE: It would probably be a little bit less, but, quite honestly, we're not going
to build bathrooms. The way the ordinance is designed, through the waiver and
the acceptance of the private park, we fulfilled a portion of that parks assessment
fee. We'd rather just pay the remaining fee if should the waiver not be granted,
which is substantially less than a bathroom that the homeowners don't want, that
the SMA approval, existing approval, doesn't allow. So I don't see us building
bathrooms. Might be able to build it for a little bit less than--I know $200,000 is
roughly a County standard bathroom setup. CMU block, enough stalls to satisfy
the Department of Health requirements, et cetera. Might be able to do it for a
little bit less, but we wouldn't do that. It's clearly not what the residents want.
What we want is just, seems reasonable not to have a bathroom. It was part of a
long, a long contested case hearing. And as a developer, for this type of project
and the way that land lays, it's a different shaped parcel, this was an amenity that
made a better project. It allows for some open space, et cetera. And we knew
from a planning perspective and a smart growth perspective, it made a lot of
sense. And those that were there saw that. Should the waiver not be granted,
then we need to ... it basically sends a message for future projects that you're
going to need to build bathrooms no matter how small the park is, which means,
guess what? The parks won't be built. So, in this case, it's just a small pocket
park, and we don't, we would never build a bathroom.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Are there any other questions? Yes, Council member Molina.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: I have a question.
CHAIR JOHNSON: You can't ask any questions. This is now, testimony is closed.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Good afternoon, Michele. On your Exhibit, I guess
Exhibit A-3, there's plans for five parking stalls. Now, assuming the waiver is
granted, now what WOUld, you guys wouldn't continue with doing parking stalls as
well to provide additional parking in the area?
MS. MCLEAN: The parking that's there now is there to stay. That parking was part of
the design that was the outcome of the SMA.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Those are the five stalls that we're talking about? Right
here?
MS. MCLEAN: There are actually five, ten, twelve guest parking stalls situated
throughout the project. And those are, the question of parking, it's, there isn't
parking exclusively for park use. It's for general guest use, but those parking
stalls are an SMA requirement. Absolutely, they're staying.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay, thank you.
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CHAIR JOHNSON: Any further requirement or questions? My question, Michele,
would be with regard to the comment that David had made about the cost or the
differential being less expensive than building the bathrooms. Do you have any
idea what that total cost would be, then, if we were not to accept this waiver?
You know, what the difference would be that you'd be paying?
MS. MCLEAN: Forty-eight thousand five hundred sixty-seven dollars.
CHAIR JOHNSON: So that would be substantially less than building ...
MS. MCLEAN: Two hundred thousand.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Okay, would you or would the developer consider, you know,
instead of going back and forth and, you know, let's say if we decline this. I know
there's no requirement because we've already heard that from Corporation
Counsel that there's absolutely no requirement. But if we asked you to make a
contribution, which would be entirely a voluntary thing to, let's say if it was Haiku
Community Playground or, you know, something else. If we asked you to make,
as a Committee, it was our recommendation to make a contribution. Let's say it
was $40,000 so that you would not have to, you wouldn't quite have to pay, you
know, the full cost, but we would know that that would be going to a specific fund.
Is that something that you could take to Mr. Smith and see if he would be
interested in doing that instead of, you know, this being declined and then having
this question raised about what you were going to do?
MS. MCLEAN: He's very supportive of that project. I, I'm sorry that I don't have the
amount of what we have contributed to them already. In answer to your
question, would I take it back to him for him to consider, of course, that's part of
what my job is. But I, I would like to echo what Dave mentioned that this ...to
encourage support of community efforts, of course, that's something that we do,
something that we all do. But for that to be an implied condition of developing a
private park, it, it would send a message that what's the point in doing it. It's a
benefit to your project, but you're not getting credit for it. It's a real disincentive to
continue developing with this kind of design. We've done this same design in
three previous projects on the West side, where credit was given for those parks
before this particular amendment to the assessment ordinance. That's why
we've continued to do it that way. Of course, we will consider supporting that,
but I can't say a dollar amount. We'll continue to support it as we would.
MR. GOODE: I'd like to echo Michele's statement. I mean, we'd certainly talk to
Mr. Smith about it, but I think I would be a little concerned about the Council
taking an action along those lines. It sounds, it doesn't sound right to me. And
that if the Council took an action that would have then some type of resolution,
it--I don't know. Maybe Corp. Counsel could opine on it, but I think there needs
to be a rational nexus to that. That's all.
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CHAIR JOHNSON: And the only reason I'm asking that is because if we decline, you
know, this particular waiver, and you're required to do whatever you're required
to do or you choose to pay the difference, you know, I'm just thinking of an
additional option, you know, that might be considered. But we're also looking at
the need for bathrooms as has been mentioned by several people that live in the
area and the fact that you won't have to spend $200,000 to do that. So that's
why I'm asking the question because, you know, if we, if that's what the
ordinance says and you're asking for an exemption from what the law says, then
that is a consideration that you're receiving. That now will have to be borne by
the public. So that's what the rational nexus is and that's why I'm asking the
question.
MR. GOODE: I would respond by saying that we're not asking for an exception from
the ordinance. We're asking for an exception allowed in the ordinance. The
ordinance specifically gives the Council the authority to waive those specific
items. It's a strange ordinance in that, like you said, the Parks Director has the
call over certain aspects of it, yet the Council has the final call on this aspect.
But it's clearly stated in the ordinance, and so we're not asking for an exception
from the ordinance. We're asking for an exception that's, that was thought of in
advance and contemplated this would come from time to time.
MS. MCLEAN: I'd also like to add that the parks assessment is, in part, intended to
satisfy impacts of the project and that provides a recreational opportunity for the
residents. They don't need parking to do that. They don't need bathrooms to do
that. It is open to the public that's in our, as Corp. Counsel mentioned, that's in
our unilateral agreement with the Parks Department, that it is open to the public
to come and enjoy. And maybe this is semantics, but if the Council were to
decide to approve the waiver request and give us a clear message that they
would like to see us, nonetheless, support Parks and Recreation efforts in this
community, that's something we would truly take to heart and we would truly do.
But it's, we're resistant to saying we're going to do this, but you gotta do that. I
do understand that we are, it is a waiver of a requirement that is provided for in
the ordinance, and we will seriously consider taking, taking some of those funds
that would otherwise have to be paid and supporting community recreational
efforts because that's something we'd all like to see, not because it's, we're being
pushed hard in that direction.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Okay, are there any more questions by Council Members? On this
particular item? Mr. Kushi, with regard to what the ordinance specifies, based on
what Michele had said, it's my understanding from what you stated earlier, that
we can't put such a condition in. But, as Michele had indicated, if we should
waive these requirements based on what appears to be recommendations that
have been made quite some time ago by Parks, and I gather--I don't know if you
were the Public Works Director at that time, whoever was Public Works Director
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at that time--so, anyway, what I would like to know, Mr. Kushi, though, is that if
we do send this forward with a request for the waiver, is that going to
compromise anything if we do put a strong suggestion that a donation or that the
developer make some kind of contribution to the Parks Department in the area?
Or to, you know, support recreation programs in the area, such as Haiku
Community Playground?
MR. KUSHI: Okay, Madam Chair, if I understand the question, you can ask or request
an applicant or anybody to make a contribution to the County at any time, but I
will strongly caution you or any government body to not connect that with the
passage of a resolution.
CHAIR JOHNSON: So it would not, we couldn't. .. and I do understand that we, this
would not be a condition.
MR. KUSHI: Yes.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Yeah, and that's not our intention to make this a condition. It would
be strictly if the developer chose to do it. Council Members or Committee
Members, do you have any other comments or is there any direction that you
wish to go in? Councilmember Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Thank you, Madam Chair. I think that as Mr. Kushi
went through the little chronology of what occurred between 2001 and 2004
regarding park assessment, and if we will recall the discussion we had about
private parks and private parks owned and maintained and private parks owned
and maintained open to the public, not open to the public, that was clarified in
2004, and I think for this very reason that we're talking about today.
We're talking here about, what--8,200 square feet, 8,100 square feet. You know,
in the scheme of parks, as we'll recall from discussions earlier, that a park
system is made up of things that are tens of thousands, hundreds of thousands
of acres, all the way down to a little pocket park, a vest park, a tot lot. All of
these little names. And I think the conditions or some of the conditions that could
exist around the different parks were recognized and that's why there is an
exemption process in the ordinance.
I would, you know, I would recommend or, you know, I would support granting
the waiver of this. Paia town has a parking, not a park--well, they had a parking
problem, they still may do--but they have a bathroom problem. That is not this
development's kuleana to take care of that bathroom problem.
I think that when we're, what we're looking at, the whole reason why park
assessment was ever envisioned by the State and then later adopted in the
different counties was to recognize that where you had residences, you had need
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for recreation and that the park assessment was set up to provide recreation
opportunities for residents in a particular neighborhood or area.
Parks, such as War Memorial complex, for example, that is not a neighborhood
park. That is a community or regional park. And the other parks where park
assessment was invented for was to take care of the neighborhoods. And I think
because this park takes care of the neighborhood that it serves, without the
bathrooms and without the parking, additional parking, I would think that this is
prime candidate for granting this type of exemption. So that would be kind of the
direction I'd like to go in, Madam Chair.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you. Are there any other Council Members who have any
opinions one way or the other? At this point in time, you know, being that I'm the
Chair, I'm going to reserve, you know, my comments, but I think that it's
important for us to understand that there are going to be developments that have
this requirement and will pay that amount of money and there are some that will
not. And so, to me, that's the one concern that I have, that it's not a level playing
field. And that some people will be burdened with that expense for putting in the
amenities and some people will not be. So that's the inequity that I see here. I
will, the Chair would entertain any motion at this point in time, whether it's to
approve or to deny... this waiver. Council member Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Thank you. I'd like to respond to your last comment
about the level playing field ... (CHANGE TAPE) . .. the playing field is not level
when you talk about a 1~O-acre park and an 8,000 square foot park, you're
already in an unequal situation.
The ordinance as was written and revised was to take care of the whole gamut of
parks. I think what we're supposed to be looking at is what is the impact. What
is the impact of this particular development on the park system. And with this
impact, there's a very small one, and they have chosen to put in a little pocket
park to take care of their impact.
If there is something in our ordinance that, if we're going to say, if we waive
certain requirements, and we grant waivers of requirements for a park, that there
be a cash equivalent then, you know, assessed that would go into the community
plan region, just like park assessment does, I think that's fine. And perhaps we
should go to that next step because I think we're going to see other projects
come up like this similar to this.
And if you want to have it on a fair basis, you know, we need to put it in the
ordinance. It shouldn't be innuendo. It shouldn't be even perceived as a
situation well, if you do this, if we do this, will you do that? If we do this, will you
do that? It shouldn't be like that. It should be very clear and applied conSistently
across the board. If you want, maybe we should take out the whole thing about
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waiving any requirements. And then put, say these are requirements and if, you
know, whatever we're going to do, but we should be doing it through the law, I
believe.
And while we have been evolving this particular section of the Code, under your
leadership, Madam Chair, I think we've come a long, long way to making park
assessment a whole lot fairer and more equitable for everyone. And our ultimate
goal is to provide recreational space. That's our ultimate goal.
You know, with that, Madam Chair, I'd be happy to work with you because I did
do a whole mess of stuff earlier on and years ago messing around with the
ordinance to try to bring it up to speed to meet our community needs. So I'd be
very happy to work with you on, you know, making it even more equitable or
finding ways that we could have more flexibility if we need it. And put it actually
in the law so people understand exactly where they stand, so I would hope we
could move in that direction. And with that, Madam Chair, I would move to pass
the resolution as presented to this Committee under PA-1.
VICE-CHAIR CARROLL: Second.
CHAIR JOHNSON: It's been moved and seconded. Councilmember Tavares moved.
Councilmember Carroll seconded the motion to approve the waiver of both the
restroom requirement and the parking requirement of the North Shore Village
Subdivision. Is there any further discussion on this particular item? Okay, I'd,
you know, my only comment is that I appreciate what Councilmember Tavares
has said because when you look at a larger development, the cost is, of course,
spread over a larger number of units. Therefore, it becomes more financially
feasible to construct amenities of that sort.
My personal preference is, however, that even in view of the fact that there has
been a 14 or I guess 12,000, whatever the contribution was that was made,
because we have so many needs in the community, as has been outlined, just
myself personally, I would strongly urge the developer to make contributions in
whatever way they can. Either helping to construct or helping to provide the cost
of materials or helping through labor, such as the Haiku Community Playground.
That is something that has a severe shortfall.
And while I realize that this is $200,000 or, I guess as was pointed out, maybe
$48,000 that will not have to be spent in this particular situation, that's just the
cost of the structure, you know, that you wouldn't have to do. Then there's also
the cost of, that wouldn't have to be borne in trying to create additional parking,
thereby, even degrading further the little area that you have, which would be
utilized as a park.
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So my own personal preference is that if anyone, whether it's your development
or any other development, comes in and asks for these waivers, that it would be
wonderful to see some kind of effort coming forward saying, look, we know that
we're not going to be able to build this facility, but we're going to offer this as a
good faith attempt. You know what your profit margin is. I think it's very difficult
to dictate in, cause every situation is different. Some affordable housing
complexes may not have a big profit margin, but they ask for a waiver of a lot of
the park requirements.
I personally would like to see, as a good faith effort, any developer come forward
when they are asking for an exemption of any kind. And particularly where it is
not an exclusively affordable project to come forward.
Whether it's the
homeowners or whether it's the people who build these projects. It's something
that you don't have to spend, and it's not going to be passed on to the
homeowners, but whatever efforts can be made to help alleviate the community's
larger problems, I really think that that's the way I'd prefer to do it. If you do
things by ordinance many times, they become inflexible and then it's a
mandatory requirement that people have to pay these amounts. So that's just
my personal view.
I will support the measure myself because I think that it is probably the prudent
thing to do given what the recommendations are from Parks Department. But,
from my own perspective, this is what I would like to see, whether it's you or any
other developer that comes forward. I think that honors the community and it
sends a clear message to other developers that come in who ask for similar
exemptions. Look, we did this. We raised the bar. We set a standard, therefore,
people will not be so reluctant in the future to do this. I realize profit is really
important, but I also think this community is also deserving of these kinds of
things. So thank you very much, Members, for allowing me to expound.
Is there any further discussion? Seeing none, all those in favor of the measure
please signify by saying aye.
VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmembers
Molina,
Pontanilla,
Vice-Chair Carroll, and Chair Johnson.

NOES:

None.

ABSTAIN:

None.

EXC.:

None.

MOTION CARRIED.
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ACTION:

Recommending ADOPTION of resolution and FILING of
communication.

CHAIR JOHNSON: And the Chair votes aye. The waiver is granted and any
testimony? Did we receive any written testimony, either on this particular
project? Okay, so we'll move on to the next measure, and we'll send this on to
the full Council. And that includes the filing of this particular matter, Members.
COUNCllMEMER TAVARES: Yes, no objection.
CHAIR JOHNSON: No objections.

ITEM NO.7:

PROTECTING AGRICULTURE INDUSTRY FROM INVASIVE
SPECIES

CHAIR JOHNSON: Okay, the next agenda item we have is PA-7. Is there anyone who
wishes to give ... actually, what I'm going to do is take a five-minute break to
allow the Council Members to have personal privilege. So short recess for five
minutes ... (gavel) . ..
RECESS:

3:56 p.m .

RECONVENE:

. 4:04 p.m.

CHAIR JOHNSON: .. .(gavel). .. the Parks and Agriculture Committee will reconvene.
The next item on our agenda is PA-7, and is there anyone who wishes to give
public testimony or would they like to have a brief overview from our Planning
Department first?
MR. HOLTER: I'd like to yield.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Okay, Mr. Alueta, could you give us an update, just from your
perspective on this particular item?
MR. AlUETA: This is a first I've seen of your resolution, so it is, as far as that item
goes, it is new to me, so I don't have much of an update on that. But, as far as I
guess the airport improvements as a whole, there are current, currently in for two
permits at this time, as far as the Special Management Area. It was deferred by
the Maui Planning Commission at the February 10, 2004. Their application was
actually filed back in 2000 and early 2001. Due to lack of action by the applicant,
it was actually almost closed and we tried to return it. However, they wanted to
proceed with it, and they reopened or activated their permit We took it back to
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the, we expedited the matter because there were some concerns over lapsing of
funds.
Prior to reactivating they did revise it to include more detail on the, what is known
as the ASAP Building or Alien Species Action Plan or building, and when we got
to the Commission, there was inadequate information or there was some old
comments.
There's also been some issues with some of the potential
intervenors from Mr. Isaac Hall and his group. So that has caused a significant
delay in the processing of the project.
Currently, we have a letter out to the DOT that was sent back in
February 25,2004, I believe, that someone did get that to you or you did receive
that. So we're just waiting for the applicant to come back. I do understand that
they are discussing it with potential, with the potential intervenor, Mr. Hall, to try
to resolve it so it does not go to a contested case. At this time, we have no idea
when they're going to come back. They are in for a district boundary amendment
because a portion of the project was located within the State Agricultural District,
and we required that they get a district boundary amendment from Ag to Urban
and that has been filed and we're hoping to schedule that.
And our goal is to try to take both those, at least get a DBA forward, so once that
comes in and the Planning Commission takes action and makes a
recommendation, we're hoping that the Council will then approve that also. And
that would be able to have the Planning Commission take action on the SMA on
the overall project.
Because of the conflict in the State Land Use designation from between Ag and
Urban, we couldn't approve the overall project. The Department was willing to
approve a portion of the project, which did include the improvements to the
agricultural inspection building. However, the applicant, for some reason, has
chosen not to come back and they want to wait and get all of their land use
entitlements prior to, or I guess reactivating the SMA again.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you. Are there any preliminary questions from Council
Members to clarify anything? Yes, Councilmember Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Joe, where is this building going to be located?
MR. ALUET A: Current plans show it to be, if you're familiar with the bend in the road in
Haleakala Highway, when you're coming around Old Haleakala Highway and just
before you hit that big bend and to go around the landing or the clear area. The
land, it's going to be, if you just keep driving straight instead of making that turn,
it'll end up there. You'll be right there. And it-COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Past the tower?
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MR. ALUETA: Huh?
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Past the tower?
MR. ALUETA: No, no. On the big bend in Haleakala Highway side, on the south side
of the airport. I think Alalele Street comes down off of the airport road and
intersects with Old Haleakala Highway. You know, as if you're going to, say if
you drive past Costco on Old Haleakala Highway and you keep going straight,
right before it starts to make the big turn to go around, to go around the runway,
that's where the ...you'li just go straight. One of the big problems with that, if
you'll notice, there's an elevation or grade differentiation between the existing
runway and that area. There's kind, there's a... used to be a gulch there, which
has now been channelized and part of it's been, you know, covered with ... it's a
big culvert because that's where the runway is. That needs to be significantly
raised, and then that'll be raised and then another road will come straight off.
And so the road that goes around the current runway will be slightly shifted over.
And then they'll be just straight ahead. And sort of like on the backside of the, I
guess the UPS building. So you'll have, but they'll have a separate access road
than the UPS building.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you. Are there any other questions before we open public
testimony on this item? Seeing none, we'll now begin public testimony, and I
believe we had one individual signed up to testify. Oh, Mr. Holter is not going to
be testifying, so we have received written testimony on this particular item. This,
just for the record so that,You know, we can read the actual item, under PA-7,
it's protecting agriculture industry from invasive species. And does Corporation
Counsel have any kind of comments as to the resolution?
MR. KUSHI: None.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Okay, there are no comments from Corporation Counsel. Make
sure that if you look in the binder what the correct resolution is.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Oh, okay. I was just going to ask you-CHAIR JOHNSON: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:
correction?

--the resolution attached to July 2, is that the

CHAIR JOHNSON: The resolution ... that is the correct one, attached to the July 2nd , __
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR JOHNSON: --2004. So, Members, if you can turn to that resolution, and some
of you may not have seen this. I guess, for the record, Tamara, would you like to
read it just so that it's in the record. Thank you.
MS. KOLLER: Thank you, Madam Chair. "URGING THE STATE AND COUNTY
OFFICIALS TO PROTECT THE AGRICULTURE INDUSTRY FROM INVASIVE
ALIEN SPECIES. Whereas, Hawaii is in the midst of an invasive alien species
crisis that is threatening the viability of the State's tourism and agricultural-based
economy; and whereas, Hawaii is particularly vulnerable to invasive alien species
because of its condition as an international transportation hub and its vulnerable
native species; and whereas, according to the 2003 Maui Invasive Species
Committee Action Plan, one-third of endangered species in the United States are
in Hawaii and invasive alien species pose the greatest threats to drive these
endangered and other native species into extension [sic], extinction; and
whereas, the economic impact of invasive alien species in the State exceeds 400
million annually, according to MISC; and whereas, Hawaii's native plants,
animals, and native forests are integral parts of Hawaiian cultural heritage; and
whereas, The Honolulu Advertiser reported on June 28,2004 that the native
Hawaiian hala tree may be forced into quarantine as a result of invasive alien
insects on Maui; and whereas, invasive alien plants can cause degradation of
agricultural lands and decrease agricultural production; and whereas, the State
Department of Transportation has requested approval of the County and the
Maui Planning .Commission to construct the Invasive Species Interdiction
Inspection Facility and complementary facilities at Kahului Airport in an effort to
increase protection against pests and diseases that arrive via imported
agricultural product; and whereas, the Kahului Airport Pest Risk Assessment
issued by the State Department of Agriculture states that at least 14 inspectors
are needed at Kahului Airport to perform interdiction-related tasks; and whereas, .
approval and adequate staffing of the Invasive Species Interdiction Inspection
Facility and complementary facilities are needed to protect the agricultural
industry in Maui County and throughout Hawaii; now, therefore, be it resolved by
the Council of the County of Maui: (1) that it urges the County Administration
and the Maui Planning Commission to expedite the review and approval of
permits for construction of the proposed Invasive Species Interdiction Inspection
Facility and complementary facilities at Kahului Airport; and (2) that it urges the
State to take measures to adequately staff the Invasive Species Interdiction
Inspection Facility and complementary facilities with qualified personnel; and (3)
that certified copies of this resolution be transmitted to the Governor, the
President of the State Senate, the Speaker of the State House of
Representatives, Maui County's Delegation to the State Legislature, the
Chairperson of the State Board of Land and Natural Resources, the Chairperson
of the State Board of Agriculture, the Director of the State Department of
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Transportation, the Mayor, the Planning Director, the Maui Planning Commission,
and the Maui Invasive Species Committee.
CHAIR JOHNSON: Thank you, Tamara, and the only thing that I would add as a
housekeeping measure would be to add the Maui County Farm Bureau. Are
there any objections to adding that to the resolution?
Is there any
discussion ... well, actually, first what we should do is the Chair would entertain a
motion to approve the resolution as drafted and also this would include the filing
of this particular measure?
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: So moved.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Second.
CHAIR JOHNSON: It's been moved and seconded. And that we also add in that the
Maui County Farm Bureau be added in. Is there any further discussion on this
particular measure? We have received quite a bit of testimony written in support
of this, and because this is a non-binding resolution, I, my personal preference is
to pass this out so that at least it will provide some kind of guidance to the
Planning Commission and the others that we do support our agriculture industry
and that this should be constructed as soon as possible. Any further discussion?
Seeing none, all those in favor, please signify by saying aye. And the Chair
votes aye. There are no nays.
VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmembers
Molina,
Pontanilla,
Vice-Chair Carroll, and Chair Johnson.

NOES:

None.

ABSTAIN:

None.

EXC.:

None.

Tavares,

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

Recommending ADOPTION of resolution and FILING of
communication.

CHAIR JOHNSON: That concludes our business. Is there anything further on the part
Any announcements?
Nothing further?
This meeting is
of staff?,
adjourned ... (gavel) . ..
ADJOURN:

4:17 p.m.
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